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CORONAVIRUS — RAPID ANTIGEN TESTS — SCAMS 
Statement by Minister for Commerce 

MR R.H. COOK (Kwinana — Minister for Commerce) [12.03 pm]: I rise to inform members of the house that 
although many people are already benefiting from the state government’s 15 free rapid antigen tests, or RATs, per 
household, some people have already bought their own RATs as the rate of community transmission increases. 
Consumers have been warned by Consumer Protection to exercise caution when buying RATs. Price mark-up 
concerns have been addressed, with limits imposed by the federal government preventing individuals from onselling 
RATs at greater than 120 per cent of the sale price. Individuals must also not export a RAT from Australia, unless 
they get a special exemption. Shoppers are urged to beware of dodgy online sellers of RAT kits. Some opportunistic 
scammers have set up fake websites that are taking money to buy RATs and not providing RATs at all or are 
selling unreliable RATs unapproved by the Therapeutic Goods Administration for use in Australia. Using tests not 
recognised by the TGA increases the risk of unreliable results, which inadvertently increases the risk of people 
unknowingly transmitting the virus or not getting the treatment they need. Apart from the danger of losing money, 
consumers purchasing these dodgy kits online may be the target of identity fraud. Consumer Protection urges 
Western Australians to buy only RAT kits that are approved by the TGA—a list of which can be found on the 
TGA website—and buy them from reliable, preferably Australian-based, suppliers. Checks can also be made on the 
supplier by doing an ABN look-up through the abr.business.gov.au website and searching the internet for any bad 
reviews or comments about the business. To reduce the risk of being scammed, if people do need to buy RATs, it 
is recommended that they either buy them from a bricks-and-mortar chemist or, if they are buying them online, 
use a credit card or pay via PayPal so that there is a prospect for a charge-back if the product does not arrive. 
WA consumers with concerns about any dodgy RATs or fake RAT websites can lodge a complaint on the 
Consumer Protection website or by ringing the Consumer Protection hotline on 1300 304 054. 
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